
The single most critical factor of incident response is time. The cloud-
based CENTEGIX Safety Platform™ initiates the fastest response to 
emergencies anywhere on campus.  

The Safety Platform combines industry-leading dynamic mapping 
and incident response solutions to identify, notify, and initiate a 
response to a crisis situation, within seconds.

Reduce Identification Time
Quickly, easily, and discreetly send an alert for help with the push 
of  a  button. The CrisisAlertTM badge is worn on a lanyard like a 
staff ID, which is always available and accessible. The silent panic 

alert works anywhere on campus and does not depend on Wi-Fi or 
cellular, eliminating communication breakdowns. Immediately upon 
identifying a situation that requires help— from the everyday to the 
extreme—staff are empowered to use their badge to alert responders 
that help is needed.

Reduce Notification Time 

For an incident where onsite responders are needed, the designated response team immediately receives the 
alert notification with a campus map showing who needs help and their precise location. The map also 

highlights the location of safety assets that may be needed in the response. 

For a more severe emergency or threat to the school, badge-wearers can initiate lockdown 
protocols preconfigured by your organization. Campus-wide alerts activate screen take-

overs displaying lockdown directions and full audio and visual communication notify 
everyone that the campus is under threat and to get to safety as quickly 

as possible. At the same time, 911 dispatch or local law enforcement 
is notified and equipped with the Safety BlueprintTM campus map to 
plan their response. In seconds, everyone in harm’s way knows a 
lockdown is in effect and what they need to do to get to safety.

Reduce Response Time
The onsite response team has the right location and knows where 
safety assets are located. Local 911 takes action to neutralize the 
situation. Knowing precisely and immediately where buildings and 
assets are located—AED, fire alarms, first aid kits, extinguishers, 
and evacuation points—are the critical details first responders 
need to make the most of every second.

In a Crisis, 
Every Second Matters



Wearable Panic Button 
for Rapid Incident Response

CrisisAlertTM is the wearable panic button that empowers 
teachers and staff to get help from anywhere on campus. 

For incidents such as medical emergencies, student 
altercations, and elopement:  

• Single-button activation

• Discreet and easy to use

• Notify onsite responders immediately

• Identify who needs help and where they are

• No Wi-Fi or cellular service is needed

 
For extreme situations like an active threat to campus:

• Single-button initiates campus lockdown protocols

• Notify 911 dispatch

• Activate full audio and visual communication

• Provide first responders with specific 
location details

• Display safety assets and evacuation routes 
for a more organized response
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notification
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When an emergency occurs, your entire school can go from orderly 
to disruptive instantly. You’ve put in all the protocols and solutions to 
get everyone to safety as quickly as possible. 

What happens after the evacuation at the reunification site? 

• Mark students and staff safe when fully evacuated

• Access a real-time digital roster for accuracy

• Perform a custody check with signatures and time stamps

• Confidently establish all parties are safe and reunited with approved guardians 

Because in an emergency, every second matters.

Technology-Driven Approach to Safe Reunification



Authenticate, Manage, and Locate Visitors on Campus
With CENTEGIX Visitor Management, check in every visitor with a 
comprehensive but quick process that verifies their identity, screens 
their background, and puts staff at ease. 

Enhanced Visitor Management adds innovative real-time location 
mapping technology that enables your team to

• Pinpoint the specific location of every visitor—volunteer, contractor, 
parent—in real-time

• Know where your visitors are in an emergency

• Know if your visitors are in restricted spaces 

• Gauge how long your visitors were on campus to audit contractor/vendor 
time sheets 

CENTEGIX Safety BlueprintTM is an intelligent response mapping solution to help you optimize incident 
response, safety planning, and visitor management.  With CENTEGIX Safety Blueprint, first responders have 
immediate access to relevant building and asset information, lessening their response time to emergencies.

• Reduce incident response time when you know the 
precise location of an incident and where to find the 
closest life saving devices

• Understand the severity of an incident by engaging  
cameras to observe the event in real-time

• Visualize where safety assets are located without 
digging through multiple spreadsheets

• Reduce the time needed to manage inventory, 
maintenance, and requisition reports

• Publish floor plan changes yourself and eliminate the 
wait and cost to engage a vendor to redraw maps

• Track expiration and inspection dates, serial numbers, 
notes, photos, and other critical information for every 
piece of safety equipment

• Utilize alerts to take action on assets due for maintenance or replacement

• Create additional layers and related assets to serve IT and Facilities needs

Dynamic Critical Incident Mapping
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Technology-Driven Approach to Safe Reunification



Accessible and Easy-To-Use Technology
CENTEGIX Safety Platform makes communicating 
during a crisis as simple as possible. A wearable panic 
button is the perfect solution; in an emergency, a staff 
member merely presses a single button to initiate the 
school’s layers of safety protocols. 

The Safety Platform technology is user-friendly 
for first responders as well. The system provides 
responders with the exact location of the crisis 
with additional capabilities to locate safety assets, 
entrances, and exits.

Reduce Manual Hand-Offs
Your administrators want a safety solution that 
ensures simple, effective communication during crisis 
events.  Audio and visual notifications, streamlined 
integration with first responders’ systems, and direct 
responder notifications align all involved in the face 
of an emergency. Accurate, real-time information 
can reduce an emergency’s duration and significantly 
affect an incident’s outcome.  

Real-time Location and Reporting
Accurate and comprehensive incident reporting data 
is critical for compliance and facilitates post-incident 
analysis, allowing schools to adjust their safety plans 
to improve their effectiveness.  

Strategic Integrations Maximize Your 
Existing Safety Investments
We specifically designed our Safety Platform to 
coordinate with your current safety technology 
and assets to empower the fastest response to 
emergencies.

By connecting to our platform, you can automate 
communication with our mapping and real-
time locating capabilities, interact with alerts, 
and dispatch emergency response immediately 
as an additional layer to your existing safety 
infrastructure. CENTEGIX Safety platform 
integrates with your district’s multi-layered safety 
plan, including intercom 
systems, radio systems,  
access control, mass 
c o m m u n i c a t i o n 
systems, video cameras, 
student information 
systems, and local 911 
providers. 

Every. Second. Matters.®

CENTEGIX is the industry leader of wearable safety technology for K-12 education with over 600,000 badges in use. Leaders in over 
11,500 locations nationwide trust CENTEGIX’s innovative safety solutions to empower and protect people (every day). 

To learn more about CENTEGIX:  www.centegix.com  |   (800) 950-9202  |   info@centegix.com


